G protein-coupled APJ receptor signaling induces focal adhesion formation and cell motility.
APJ, a G protein-coupled receptor, has an endogenous ligand called apelin. APJ and apelain are highly expressed in the cardiovascular system from embryo to adulthood. It has been shown that apelin elicited the migration of APJ-expressing cells, but details of the receptor signaling have not been identified. To address the signal transduction molecular mechanisms of the apelin/APJ-induced cell motility, we established human embryonic kidney 293T cells stably expressing the mouse APJ (APJ/293T). APJ/293T cells exhibited a specific [(Glp65, Nle75, Tyr77) [125I]]-Apelin13 binding activity (Kd = 4.45 nM). Apelin induced Akt/PKB phosphorylation in APJ/293T cells, but not in the intact 293T cells (-/293T cells). This APJ-dependent activation of Akt/PKB was significantly inhibited by the pretreatment of pertussis toxin (PTx) and a PI3K inhibitor, LY29004. In addition, apelin enhanced focal adhesion kinase (FAK) phosphorylation and increased focal adhesion formation with staining for F-actin in APJ/293T cells. PTx and LY29004 significantly suppressed these responses to apelin. Moreover, we examined the migration activity by using a scratch-test. Apelin strongly accelerated the cell motility in APJ/293T cells, and this activity was abolished by PTx and LY29004. These results indicated that the apelin/APJ signaling coupled with the PTx-sensitive G-protein activates Akt/PKB and FAK proteins through PI3K.